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On the history of pion-pion scattering Juerg Gasser

1. Introduction

About 75 years have passed since Yukawa’s hypothesis that pions are the source of nuclear
forces [1], about 60 years since their experimental discovery [2], and 50 years since first attempts
to measure the strength of their interactions [3]. The progress made since these days can be illus-
trated by going back to the 1960 Rochester conference [4]. There one finds the contribution from
Batusov et al. [5], who discuss the determination of the charge-exchange cross sectionσπ+π−→π0π0.
In their article, the authors tabulate“... all the data available at present concerning the amplitudes
of S-wavesππ scattering, see Table 1. It is seen that the size of the scattering lengths was largely
unknown, even their sign was not yet determined. To some authors, it was even not certain thatππ
interactions do exist. Indeed, in Ref. [6], one can read the statement: “There are some phenomena
which might be considered to show the existence of pion pion interactions.” Today, the low-energy
ππ amplitude is known to very high precision, in the percent range, both, theoretically and exper-
imentally. On the theory side, this has become possible through the use of Roy equations and of
chiral perturbation theory (ChPT), whereas on the experimental side, the progress was on the one
hand due to the incredible increase of statistics. On the other hand, new experimental technique
have become available, that allowed one to pin down theππ amplitude to very high precision. Here,
a very nice interplay between theory and experiment has emerged, which has lead to an improved
knowledge of theππ interactions.

Reaction a0 a2 a2−a0 References

K → 3π ∼ 1 [7]

πN → πN ∼ 1 [6]

K → 3π -1 -0.3 0.7 [8]

K → 3π -0.8 -0.48 0.3 [9]

πN → πN ∼ 1 [10]

π−p→ π+π−n -(0.35±0.30) [5]

Table 1: Knowledge ofππ S-wave scattering lengths at the time of the Rochester Conference 1960, in
chronological order (according to the submission of the articles). The result of Ref. [7] concerns the absolute
value ofa2. The table is set up according to the information provided inRef. [4].

It impossible to provide here a complete history of these very interesting developments. It is
not only the lack of space which prevents me to do this, but also my ignorance of early develop-
ments. For this reason, I shall simply mention several highlights1 - quite naturally, the choice will
be a subjective one, and I apologize to all who feel that I should have mentioned their contribution
to the topic.

1For the survey before 1965, I profited from the work of Six and Artru [11], and of Brown and Rechenberg [12].
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2. Prediction and discovery of pions

In the year 1934, Yukawa submitted an article where he proposed that the exchange of (spin
zero) particles of mass about 200 times the electron mass andcharge±e are responsible for the
nuclear forces [1]. As the mass needed was between the one of the electron and of the proton,
the particles were later calledmesotrons[13], thenmesons[2] for short. They were discovered
thirteen years later by Lattes, Muirhead, Occhialini and Powell [2], who examined plates exposed
in the Bolivian Andes at a height of 5500 meters. There were two different kind of mesons of
slightly different masses, a fact which first led to some confusion. As could be read off from the
tracks on the plates, the heavier mesons disintegrated intosecondary ones. The authors represented
the primary mesons by the symbolπ, and the secondary ones byµ [the symbolµ was already
introduced in Ref. [14]] -pions and muons. The prediction and discovery were rewarded with
Nobel Prizes: Yukawa in 1949, Powell in 1950. Negative (positive) pions were first artificially
produced in the 184-inch Berkeley cyclotron [15] ([16]) in 1948. In the same year, Wigner mentions
the discontinuity of the energy derivative of scattering cross sections at the threshold of a new
channel [17]. We will come back to this observation below.

3. 1960 – 1970: Interacting pions

First methods for extractingππ cross sections from experimental data were already devel-
oped in the late fifties [18], and sigma models, both, linear and non linear ones, were investi-
gated as Quantum Field Theories (QFT) ofππ interactions [19]. Goldberger and Treiman wrote
their famous paper [20] on a relation between weak and stronginteraction coupling constants,
gπNNFπ = gAmN. Nambu [21], in an attempt to provide more insight into the reason for this rela-
tion, pointed out that the mass of pions is small, because strong interactions have an approximate
chiral symmetry which is spontaneously broken. He was awarded the Nobel prize for his observa-
tion in the year 2008. In this framework, the Goldberger-Treiman relation emerges very naturally,
see also the article by Gell-Mann and Lévy [19], whose abstract starts with the sentence“In order to
derive in a convincing manner the formula of Goldberger and Treiman,. . . ”. In Ref. [22], Treiman
wrote an interesting article about the background of the derivation of that relation - a derivation
which was not well accepted in the literature. He comments the criticisms:“...but frankly, I would
have preferred being treated with a bit more respect”.

Also in the late fifties, Wigner’s observation [17] was developed in more details by many
authors - see e.g. the article by Newton [23] and by Fonda and Newton [24] for a short review.
Based on the work of Refs. [24, 25], Budini and Fonda [26] investigated the threshold singularities
in K → π+π0π0 decays in detail and showed that the partial decay ratedΓ/dE+

π
will generate a

cusp, whose strength is given by the charge exchange amplitude for the reactionπ+π− → π0π0.
They provided an analytic formula for the cusp and pointed out that, in principle, this decay allows
one to measure a particular combination of scattering lengths a0−a2. I find it quite amazing that
this method was described only 14 years after the discovery of the pion. It is amazing even more
when observing that the method only works because the pion masses are split. [The difference
Mπ −Mπ0 was measured in Ref. [27] to be 10.6±2.0 electron masses.2 ]

2The symbolsMπ (Mπ0) denote the charged (neutral) pion mass throughout.
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There were only a handful ofK → 3π decays available in those days, and it was thus impossi-
ble for Budini and Fonda to determine theππ scattering lengths. The method was then forgotten,
and rediscovered 45 years later by Cabibbo [28], while analysing data from these decays, as mea-
sured copiously by the NA48/2 collaboration [29]. I will come back to this point below.

Still in this period belong the observations that

• π+π− bound states exist (pionium) [30]. The ground state decays dominantly into two neu-
tral pions, and the width for this decay is of the form

Γπ0π0 = C(a0−a2)
2 . (3.1)

In other words, by measuring the lifetime for this decay, onecan again measure (the absolute
value of) the combinationa0−a2.

• Final state interactions inK+ → π+π−e+νe allow one to measure the phase differenceδ 0
0 −

δ 1
1 [31]. [The firstK+ → π+π−e+ν decay was reported in Ref. [32], with acamera lucida

drawing of the event.]

• Current algebra leads to the relation

a0 =
7M2

π
32πF2

π
= 0.159 [33]. (3.2)

Here,Fπ denotes the pion decay constantFπ = 92.4 MeV. Weinberg [33] notes thatthis result
is very much smaller than every one else had thought. In his 1997 article [34], he says
that the result Eq. (3.2) wasthe greatest defeat of S-matrix theory[which predicted large
scattering lengths].

4. 1970 – 1990: Foundation of theory and experiment

In this period fall many important events.

• Roy did set up integral equations for partial waves in elastic ππ scattering [35]. Due to
the large symmetry of these reactions (there is only one Lorentz invariant amplitude in the
case of an isospin symmetric world), the absorptive parts inthe pertinent dispersion relations
are given by the imaginary part of partial wave amplitudes evaluated in the physical region.
Moreover, invoking unitarity, these dispersion relationsturn into an infinite set of integral
equations for phase shifts. For a review of early numerical work on these equations, I refer
the reader to the article by Morgan and Pennington [36]. Froggatt and Peterson [37] used
these methods to analyse the Geneva-Saclay measurements ofKe4 decays performed at the
CERN PS in 1977 [38], see below.

• Lehmann [39] pointed out that chiral symmetry, analyticityand unitarity pin down the elastic
ππ amplitude in a well defined expansion, known as ChPT in our days, at next to leading
order, up to two unknown constants (in the chiral limit). Also in these years, Ecker and
Honerkamp used covariant chiral perturbation theory and superpropagators to determine the
ππ amplitude at the same order [40].
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• In 1973, Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) was proposed as the theory of strong interac-
tions [41].

• In 1977, the first high-statistic experiment onKe4 was performed at CERN [38] [30 000
events]. Based on the analysis of the data and on their solutions of the Roy equations, Frog-
gatt and Petersen came up with

a0 = 0.26±0.05 [37] . (4.1)

The valuea0 = 0.28± 0.05 quoted in Ref. [38] is based on slightly older solutions [42] of
the Roy equations. The comment in Ref. [38] on the valuea0 = 0.28± 0.05 sounds quite
amusing in our days:The value for a0 is somewhat above the original Weinberg prediction,
but it appears that this prediction can be revised without any fundamental change in current
algebra.Today, we know that this is not correct: Had it turned out thatthe scattering length
indeed is of this size, fundamental properties of QCD would be very different from what we
now know [43, 44]. I come back to this point below.

There is a second amusing remark concerning the above resultEq. (4.1). While analysing
the data, isospin breaking corrections, induced by real andvirtual photons, were taken into
account to purify the data from these effects. We now know that this analysis did not take
into account one important effect, generated by the mass difference of the charged and neu-
tral pion [45, 46]. Once this effect is taken care of, the value of the scattering length in the
Geneva-Saclay experiment Eq. (4.1) becomesa0 = 0.23±0.05 [47] - a very substantial cor-
rection. If this had been known before, many of the discussions on the nonstandard scenario
of chiral symmetry breaking would presumably never have taken place.

After 1977, interest in Roy equations waned.

• The low energy effective theory of QCD (ChPT) was set up by Weinberg in 1979 [48], and,
in a systematic framework, in Refs. [49, 50] in 1984 and 1985.ChPT was used to calculate
theππ scattering amplitude to one loop, with the result

a0 = 0.20±0.01 [49] . (4.2)

The uncertainty does not include effects from still higher order corrections.

• In 1986, Lüscher pointed out that scattering lengths in massive QFT can be measured by
investigating volume effects in the energy levels of particles confined to a box [51]. This in
particular opened the way for the evaluation ofππ scattering lengths in the framework of
lattice QCD.

5. 1990 – 2005: High precision at low energies

In the fifteen years from 1990 - 2005, knowledge of the elasticππ scattering amplitude increased
dramatically.
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• Nearly twenty years ago, in 1991, the concept ofgeneralized ChPT[GChPT] was set up [43,
44]. The main observation was that the chiral condensate〈0|q̄q|0〉 may be small or even
vanishing - there was no compelling experimental observation against this scenario. One
of the main reasons for these investigations was the fact that a large scattering lengtha0 is
allowed in this framework. I witnessed many heated debates about this framework over the
years. As far as I can judge, the final blow to this scenario wasthe observation that the
NA48/2 results, after isospin breaking corrections applied, are in perfect agreement with the
standard scenario of spontaneously chiral symmetry breaking, and therefore with a small
scattering length.

• The DIRAC proposal [52] to determine|a0− a2| via the lifetime measurement of pionium
was approved by the research board of CERN at a meeting on February 26, 19963. The
DIRAC collaboration has provided meanwhile [53] first results for |a0−a2|, see below.

• An S-matrix calculation of the elasticππ amplitude at orderp6 was published in 1996 [44].
As the authors did not perform a standard two-loop calculation in the framework of QFT,
they missed some information which is reachable with the latter method, used in Ref. [54] to
evaluate the same amplitude at the same accuracy, with all non analytic terms included.

• Meißner, Müller and Steininger pointed out in 1997 [55] thatthe pion mass difference gener-
ates a cusp in the reactionπ0π0 → π0π0. The strength of the cusp is proportional toa0−a2.

• Driven by the fact that theππ amplitude was available to two loops, there was a revival
of the use of Roy equations [56, 57] to analyseππ scattering. The main observation was
the fact that the scattering amplitude can be calculated quite precisely, once the scattering
lengthsa0,a2 are known, together with data above a center-of-mass energyof about 800
MeV. Combining Roy equations and ChPT lead to a very sharp prediction of the isospin
I = 0,2 S-wave scattering lengths,

a0 = 0.220±0.005, a0−a2 = 0.265±0.004 [58] . (5.1)

More threshold parameters are provided in the same reference. These values confirmed the
results of Amoros et al. [59] (obtained in pure ChPT), although with smaller uncertainties.
For comments on other determinations of the scattering lengthsa0,2 available in the literature,
I refer the reader to Colangelo’s contribution at KAON07 [60].

• In the years 2001-2003, the E865 collaboration in Brookhaven [61] analyzed more than
4×105 Ke4 decays, leading to

a0 = 0.216±0.013stat±0.002syst±0.002theor [61]. (5.2)

The apparently confirmed the small scattering length scenario, eliminating GChPT - see,
however, below!

• Nemenovet al. proposed in 2002 [62] to use subtle quantum mechanical effects to measure
a0,2 to percent precision by investigating excited energy levels in pionium.

3I thank Leonid Nemenov for providing me with this information.
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• In an attempt to see effects of pionium production inK+ → π+π0π0 , the NA48/2 collabo-
ration observed a cusp-like structure in the differential decay distributiondΓ/dEπ+ . Cabibbo
[28] pointed out that the cusp is due to a subtle isospin breaking effect in the elasticππ scat-
tering amplitude, allowing one to measurea0−a2. As already mentioned, this is the effect
discussed by Budini and Fonda in Ref. [26] nearly 50 years ago. The number of decays
available now is overwhelming - the published analysis from2005 [29] is based on 2.7×107

events! Using the representation of the amplitude as workedout in Ref. [63], the result is

a0−a2 = 0.268±0.010stat±0.004syst±0.0013ext ,

a2 = −0.041±0.022stat±0.014syst [29] . (5.3)

The fact thatK → 3π decays allow one to precisely determine S-wave scattering lengths has
lead to new theoretical developments [64, 65].

• The theory of hadronic atoms has also made important improvements in this period [66].
Using a non relativistic quantum field theory, the width of pionium for the decay into two
neutral pions was found to be [66, 67]

Γ2π0 =
2
9

α3p∗(a0−a2)
2(1+ ε) ; ε = (5.8±1.2)×10−2 . (5.4)

Here, p∗ is the (modulus of the) center-of-mass momentum of the outgoing neutral pions.
Inserting the values Eq. (5.1) fora0−a2 gives [67]

τ2π0 = (2.9±0.1)×10−15sec, (5.5)

while the experimental value is [53]

τ = (2.9+0.49
−0.62)×10−15sec, (5.6)

or

|a0−a2| = 0.264+0.033
−0.020 [53] . (5.7)

All in all, the experimental results (5.2,5.3,5.7) amount to three very nice confirmations of
the predictions Eq. (5.1).

This was the situation around the year 2005.

6. 2006 – 2009: A puzzle and its resolution

In the year 2006, a surprise occurred: at the QCD conference in Montpellier (QCD06), Brigitte
Bloch-Devaux reported [68] preliminary results of the analysis of a large amount ofKe4 decays
collected by the NA48/2 collaboration in 2003/2004. The numbers presented were

a0 =

{

0.256±0.011 NA48/2 370000Ke4 decays
0.253±0.037 Geneva-Saclay 30000Ke4 decays [68] .

(6.1)
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K+ π+

π−

s̄γµγ5u

π+

π−

π0

π0

a) b) c)

Figure 1: Some of the graphs that contribute to the matrix element of the axial current at tree and one-loop
order. The filled vertex indicates that the axial current also couples to a single kaon line. There are many
additional graphs at one-loop order, not displayed in the figure.

Here, the first row refers to the NA48/2 data, where solutionsto the Roy equations [56] had been
used to analyse the data. The second row represents a fit to theold data [38], using the same Roy
solutions, and thus confirms the result Eq. (4.1) which is based on old solutions to the Roy equa-
tions [37]. Several reports were given by members of the NA48/2 collaboration [69], underlining
the large value fora0 found in Ref. [68], see also Ref. [70].

So, because the statistics was increased by a factor of roughly 15, there was practically no
doubt that the scattering lengtha0, as determined fromKe4 decays, is larger than predicted by
standard ChPT, and of the size found in 1977 [37] - a revival ofthe small condensate scenario?

The resolution of the puzzle came from an unexpected side. Inspring 2007, we organized a
two-days meeting at the University of Bern to discuss the issue with experimentalists and theorists.
In the days after the meeting, the solution popped up: there is an isospin breaking effect that was
not taken into account in the data analysis so far. It is substantial, goes into the right direction and
has the correct size to put the NA48/2 data in perfect agreement with the chiral prediction [45].

The main observation was the following. In the NA48/2 experiment before summer 2007,
the general purpose FORTRAN routine PHOTOS [71] was used to calculate electromagnetic cor-
rections. In addition, the Sommerfeld factor was applied, to account for the Coulomb interaction
between charged particles [72]. In these prescriptions to perform radiative corrections, one specific
mechanism is not included. Namely, the kaon may decay first into a neutral pion pair, that then
annihilates into two charged pions, or first decay into a charged pion pair, that then rescatters. In
addition, aπ0η mixing effect also occurs, see Figures 1 and 2. In the real world, the neutral pion
mass is smaller than the charged one by about 4.6 MeV. As a result of this, these three contributions
to the decay matrix element have not the same holomorphic structure: the neutral (charged) pion
loop generates a branch point atsπ = 4M2

π0 (ats= 4M2
π), and thephaseof the relevant form factor

is affected with a cusp, and does not vanish at the thresholds= 4M2
π .

6.1 Isospin breaking effects inKe4 decays

In [45], the mentioned effects are investigated in several steps:

i) One assumes that the manner in which real and virtual photons are treated in the analysis
of the NA48/2 experiment (PHOTOS + Sommerfeld factor) is a decent approximation to the

8
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π0

π0

η

Figure 2: The contribution fromπ0−η mixing, at leading order inmd −mu.The filled square denotes the
vertex fromπ0−η mixing. Otherwise, the notation is the same as in Figure 1.

effects generated by soft photons.

ii) This procedure misses the effects generated by the pion and kaon mass differences, and by
the quark mass differencemd −mu. These must therefore be taken into account separately.

iii) ChPT is the appropriate tool to evaluate these contributions.

iv) One assumes that PHOTOS+Sommerfeld factor + mass effects provide a good approximation
to the full isospin breaking contributions:

Full isospin breaking effects = Coulomb factor× PHOTOS× mass effects

This allows one to also correct earlier analyses with the last factor. This should catch the main
missing effects. According to iii), we therefore simply need to perform a ChPT calculation of the
effects generated by the mass differences. The relevant diagrams at one-loop order are displayed
in Figures 1,2. One finds that the phase becomes

δ 0
0 → δ =

1
32πF2

π

{

(4∆π +sπ)σ +(sπ −M2
π0)

(

1+
3

2R

)

σ0

}

,sπ ≥ 4M2
π , (6.2)

with

∆π = M2
π −M2

π0 , σ0 =

(

1−
4M2

π0

sπ

)1/2

, σ =

(

1−
4M2

π
sπ

)1/2

, R=
ms− m̂
md −mu

, (6.3)

wherem̂= 1
2(mu + md).The one-loop calculation performed in Refs. [73] is compatible with this

expression, up to terms of orderαQED(md −mu). [Indeed, these references implicitly contain the
effects considered here. Unfortunately, the manner in which the ChPT result is presented and ana-
lyzed cannot be used for the present purpose. In Ref. [46], the cusp inKe4 decays was investigated
as well. The expressions presented there do not agree with Eq. (6.2), because these authors did not
take into account derivative couplings of theππ amplitude, as is dictated by chiral symmetry, and
did not include the effect of the quark mass differencemd −mu.]

The result (6.2) is very interesting, for the following reasons. First, due to the presence of the
phase space factorσ0, the phaseδ does not vanish at the thresholdsπ = 4M2

π . This unexpected
behaviour of the phase is the cusp effect already experienced in K → 3π decays, with the role of

9
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Isospin correction to be applied to the phase  δ

Figure 3: The isospin breaking correction that must be subtracted from the phaseδ measured inKe4 decays.
The width of the band reflects the uncertainty in the ratioR.

neutral and charged pions interchanged. Second, the differenceδ −δ 0
0 is positive forsπ above the

threshold, and evenincreasesat largesπ ,

δ −δ 0
0 =

3sπ

64πF2
π

1
R

+O(1) , sπ/M2
π ≫ 1. (6.4)

According to point iv) above, it is the phaseδ that is measured inKe4 decays (up to con-
tributions from higher orders in the chiral expansion). Therefore, before comparing the phase so
determined with ChPT predictions, one has to subtract from the measured phase the (positive) dif-
ferenceδ − δ 0

0 , becauseδ 0
0 = δ − (δ − δ 0

0 ). In Figure 3 we display this difference in the relevant
decay region, forR= 37± 5. The width of the band reflects the uncertainty inR. It is seen that
the isospin correction is substantial – it is well above the uncertainties quoted for the measured
phase [47].

6.2 The final result

After subtracting isospin breaking corrections as discussed above, numerical solutions of Roy
equations [56, 57] can again be used to extract scattering lengths from the measured phases. It turns
out that also in the analysis ofK → 3π decays, isospin breaking corrections [65] are very important
at the accuracy we are interested in [74]. Combining the result from Ke4 decays and from the cusp
analysis based on the work of [65], and using the ChPT constraint [58]

a2 = −0.0444±0.0008+0.236(a0 −0.22)−0.61(a0−0.22)2−9.9(a0− .022)3 (6.5)

to relatea2 anda0, the result is

a0 = 0.2196±0.0027stat±0.0021syst±0.0048theo,

10
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a2 = −0.0444±0.0007stat±0.0005syst±0.0012theo,

a0−a2 = 0.2640±0.0020stat±0.0017syst±0.0035theo [75], (6.6)

in very beautiful agreement with the prediction Eq. (5.1). An earlier publication which discusses
the effect of these additional isospin breaking terms in thedata analysis is Ref. [70].

The result of the E865 analysis Eq. (5.2) must also be corrected in view of these additional
isospin breaking effects. Indeed, the scattering length (5.2) becomes smaller, and the consistency
with Ke4 andK → 3π data marginal [47]. The highest energy point is responsiblefor most of the
discrepancy. Once removed from the data set, full consistency is obtained [47]. As already men-
tioned, also the Geneva-Saclay data [38] lead to a consistent value when the new isospin breaking
terms are included, although with a larger uncertainty. I refer the reader to the contributions of
Brigitte Bloch-Devaux at Confinement08 [47] and at Kaon09 [75] for nice graphical summaries of
the presently available information on the scattering lengths, see also Refs. [76].

In conclusion, all present experimental evidence supportsthe prediction Eq. (5.1) to an amaz-
ing degree of accuracy.

7. Topics not covered here

Several topics inππ scattering were discussed at this conference, but are not covered here due
to lack of space:

• Position of resonance poles on the second Riemann sheet [77], see also Ref. [78], where pole
positions in theππ → ππ amplitude were determined from first principles for the firsttime.

• Inverse amplitude method, unitarization ofππ amplitudes [79].

• Estimates of uncertainties inππ amplitude at orderp6 in the chiral expansion [80].

• The use of once-subtracted Roy equations [81].

• Quark mass andNC dependence of the position and width of the resonance poles [82].

In addition, useful information on theππ scattering amplitude may be obtained from lattice cal-
culations, either directly, by evaluating scattering lengths, or indirectly, determining LECs that
enter the chiral expansion of theππ amplitude. For a recent review, I refer the interested reader to
Refs. [76].

8. Summary

We have gone a long way, from Yukawa’s prediction of a hypothetical particle responsible for
the nuclear forces, up deep insight into the structure of QCD. We have witnessed a tremendous
progress in theory and experiment in the field ofππ interaction. A coherent theoretical frame-
work is available now, which describes this system in a very precise manner, in agreement with
experimental information.
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